AbstractÐHigh-speed multiplication is frequently used in general-purpose and application-specific computer systems. These systems often support integer multiplication, where two n-bit integers are multiplied to produce a Pn-bit product. To prevent growth in word length, processors typically return the n least significant bits of the product and a flag that indicates whether or not overflow has occurred. Alternatively, some processors saturate results that overflow to the most positive or most negative representable number. This paper presents efficient methods for performing unsigned or two's complement integer multiplication with overflow detection or saturation. These methods have significantly less area and delay than conventional methods for integer multiplication with overflow detection or saturation.
INTRODUCTION

M
OST modern computers directly support multiplication in hardware [1] . In high-performance systems, multiplication is typically implemented using either array multipliers [2] , [3] , [4] or tree multipliers [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . Both types of multipliers have area proportional to the square of the operand word length. The delay of array multipliers is proportional to the operand word length, whereas the delay of tree multipliers is proportional to the logarithm of the operand word length [9] . An advantage of array multipliers is that they are more regular than tree multipliers. Consequently, they require less area and are easier to implement in VLSI technology. As operand word lengths and clock speeds continue to increase, it is important to reduce the area, delay, and power dissipation of high-performance multipliers.
When two n-bit numbers are multiplied, a Pn-bit product is produced. To avoid growth in word length, many computer systems require that the result of each arithmetic operation be the same length as its input operands [1] . Typically, when these systems perform integer multiplication, only the n least significant bits of the product are returned. For example, the Java Virtual Machine supports integer multiplication through the imul and lmul instructions [10] . The imul instruction multiplies 32-bit two's complement integers and returns the 32 least significant bits of their product. The lmul instruction is similar, except the input operands are 64 bits and the 64 least significant bits of the product are returned. Since the actual product may not be representable in the format of the result, it is desirable to have a flag that indicates whether or not overflow has occurred [11] , [12] . Alternatively, on many digital signal processing systems, if results are too large or too small to represent, they saturate to the most positive or most negative representable number [13] , [14] , [15] . Overflow detection or saturation is used in several applications, including digital filter implementations, speech encoding, and graphics applications [11] , [16] .
Previous research on overflow detection and saturation has focused on fractional operands [14] , [17] or operations other than multiplication [18] , [19] . The main difference between fractional and integer multiplication is that fractional multiplication typically returns the most significant bits of the product. Also, with fractional two's complement multiplication, overflow is much easier to detect since it only occurs when the multiplication ÀI Â ÀI is performed [14] . This paper presents efficient techniques for implementing integer multiplication with overflow detection or saturation. Sections 2 and 3 present techniques for overflow detection or saturation with unsigned and two's complement multiplication, respectively. Section 4 gives component counts and area and delay estimates for multipliers that use either our proposed methods or conventional methods for overflow detection. Section 5 presents our conclusions. The technique for two's complement integer multiplication with overflow detection has been used in the design of the Sandia Secure Microprocessor, which implements a subset of the Java Virtual Machine in hardware. Fig. 1 shows the multiplication matrix for an n-bit unsigned integer multiplication. In this figure, the n-bit multiplicand e nÀI nÀP F F F I H is multiplied by the n-bit multiplier f nÀI nÀP F F F I H t o p r o d u c e a Pn-b i t p r o d u c t p PnÀI p PnÀP F F F p I p H . The values of e, f, and are
UNSIGNED MULTIPLIERS
If the n least significant bits of the product are used as the result, then overflow occurs if ! P n . The conventional method for detecting this is to compute the entire Pn-bit product and then compute overflow as
where denotes logical OR. Computing the entire product is necessary if the computer system supports instructions that require the most significant half of the product. The main disadvantage of this technique is that the hardware used to compute the most significant bits of the product and detect overflow contributes significantly to the area, delay, and power dissipation of the multiplier. On computers that support unsigned saturating integer multiplication, overflow is usually detected in the manner described above. If overflow occurs, the n least significant bits of the product are all set to ones, which corresponds to P n À I, the largest representable number. This is accomplished by ORing each of the n least significant product bits with the overflow bit. Thus, the bits of the saturated
Unsigned Array Multipliers
A block diagram of an unsigned 8-bit array multiplier that performs conventional overflow detection is shown in Fig. 2a . The cells along each diagonal in the array multiplier correspond to a column in the multiplication matrix. In this diagram, a modified half adder (MHA) cell consists of an AND gate and a half adder (HA). The AND gate generates a partial product bit and the HA adds the generated partial product bit and a partial product bit from the previous row to produce a sum bit and a carry bit. Similarly, a modified full adder (MFA) consists of an AND gate, which generates a partial product bit, and a full adder (FA) that adds the partial product bit and the sum and carry bits from the previous row. The bottom row of adders produces the n most significant bits of the product. At the bottom of the array, n À I OR gates operate on the n most significant product bits to detect overflow. If any of these bits are one, then I. An n-bit array multiplier that uses this technique has n P AND gates, n À I OR gates, n HAs, and n P À Pn FAs. The dashed line in Fig. 2a indicates the worst case delay path through the multiplier. The worst case delay is approximately equal to the delay through one AND gate, two OR gates, two HAs, and Pn À R FAs. To improve performance, the bottom row of adders and the row of OR gates can be replaced by a fast n À I-bit carry-propagate adder (CPA) and a tree of OR gates. This approach, however, increases the area and reduces the regularity of the array. In some systems, overflow detection is performed after the entire product is stored in a Pn-bit register.
In computer systems that require only the n least significant bits of the product and an overflow flag or saturation, a significant reduction in area, delay, and power consumption can be achieved. In Fig. 2a , components below the diagonal dashed line do not contribute to the n least significant bits of the product. This line corresponds to the vertical dashed line in Fig. 1 .
Our method for detecting overflow avoids computing the n most significant bits of the product. Instead, it signals overflow if any of the partial product bits in columns n to Pn À P of the multiplication matrix are one or if any of the carries into column n are one. Mathematically, this is expressed as nÀI
where is the overflow flag, i is the ith carry into column n, and the bit summations and bit multiplications correspond to logical ORs and ANDs, respectively. A significant reduction in logic is achieved by taking advantage of common terms in the overflow equation. With our method, the overflow flag is computed using the following iterative equations:
for P i n À I, where o i is a temporary OR bit and v i is a temporary overflow bit. Initially, o P nÀI and v P nÀI Á I . After n À P iterations of (5) and (6), the overflow flag is computed as v n n . This approach is illustrated in Fig. 2b for an 8-bit array multiplier. All the hardware that previously computed p n to p PnÀI and is replaced by one AND gate, one OR gate, and n À P overflow detection (OVD) cells. Each OVD cell computes o iI and v iI based on (5) and (6) . Thus, each OVD cell consists of one AND gate, one 2-input OR gate, and one 3-input OR gate. An n-bit array multiplier that uses our method for overflow detection requires n P Qn À PaP AND gates, n À I 2-input OR gates, n À P 3-input OR gates, n À I HAs, and n P À Qn PaP FAs. This is n P À naP fewer adders, n P À Qn PaP fewer AND gates, and n À P more 3-input OR gates than the conventional method. Depending on the technology used for the multiplier, the actual implementation of the cells may vary. For example, with static CMOS, the OVD cells may be implemented using NAND/NOR gates or complex gates to improve area and performance.
The dashed line in Fig. 2b indicates the worst case delay path through the multiplier. Since an MFA has longer delay than an OVD cell, the worst case delay is approximately equal to the delay through one AND gate, one OR gate, one HA, and n À P FAs. Compared to array multipliers that detect overflow using the conventional method, array multipliers that use our method have worst case delay paths that are approximately half as long.
To perform saturating multiplication with either our method or the conventional method, the bit is ORed with the n least significant bits of the partial product. This requires n additional OR gates and the worst case delay path increases by the delay of one OR gate.
Unsigned Tree Multipliers
With tree multipliers, the bits of the multiplicand and multiplier are ANDed to generate an n-word by n-bit partial product matrix. After this, stages of HAs and FAs are used to reduce the partial product matrix to two rows, which are summed using a fast carry-propagate adder (CPA). Fig. 3a shows the dot diagram of an 8-bit tree multiplier that uses Dadda's method of partial product reduction [6] . Although Dadda tree multipliers are not as efficient as the tree multipliers described in [7] , [20] , [21] , they are useful to examine because the number and type of cells required to implement them are easily determined based on n. Results similar to the ones presented here are expected for other types of tree multipliers.
In Fig. 3a , a partial product bit is represented by a dot, the outputs of a full adder are represented by two dots connected by a plain diagonal line, and the outputs of a half adder are represented by two dots connected by a crossed diagonal line [6] . Each stage of adders is divided by a horizontal line. The bottom two rows of the figure correspond to sum and carry vectors and g. An n-bit unsigned Dadda tree multiplier has n P AND gates to generate the partial products, n À I HAs and n P À Rn Q FAs to reduce the partial products to and g, and a Pn À P-bit CPA to add and g to produce [6] , [7] .
The worst case delay through the Dadda tree multiplier is equal to the delay for partial product generation (one AND gate delay), plus the delay for partial product reduction through s stages (s FA delays), plus the delay of a Pn À P-bit CPA [7] . For a given multiplier size n, the number of stages s is determined from Table 1 . For example, an 8-bit multiplier has four stages and a 32-bit multiplier has eight stages. With tree multipliers, overflow detection is often performed with a tree of n À I 2-input OR gates, which has a delay equal to dlog P ne 2-input OR gates.
In general, our array multiplier overflow detection technique, which uses a linear array of overflow detection cells, cannot be applied to the design of tree multipliers without increasing the worst case delay path. This is because the delay through the overflow detection cells is linear with respect to n, while the delay through the tree multiplier is logarithmic. To overcome this problem, the adders in columns n to Pn À P are replaced by a tree of OR gates, which combines the partial products bits in columns n to Pn À P and the carries going into column n. Although this requires more logic than our approach for the array multiplier, it prevents the delay of the overflow detection logic from increasing the worst case delay path. Fig. 3b illustrates the hardware savings that are achieved by using our method for overflow detection with an 8-bit Dadda tree multiplier, where the output of a 2-input OR gate is represented by the symbol ªo.º In each stage, the number of bits to be ORed for overflow detection is reduced by approximately a factor of two. Depending on the implementation technology, OR gates with more inputs or NAND/NOR gates may be used to implement overflow detection.
Since there are n P À naP partial products bits in columns n to Pn À P and n À I carries going into column n (including one from the CPA), the number of OR gates required to implement overflow detection with this technique is n P n À RaP. The entire multiplier with overflow detection has n P AND gates, n P n À RaP OR gates, n À P HAs, n P À Sn TaP FAs, and an n À I-bit carry-propagate adder.
The tree of OR gates that detects overflow operates in parallel with the partial product reduction and carry propagate-addition. Since the delay for partial product reduction and carry-propagate addition is greater than the delay for overflow detection, the worst case delay through the Dadda tree multiplier is the delay for partial product generation (one AND gate delay), plus the delay for partial product reduction (s FA delays), plus the delay of an n À I-bit CPA, plus the delay of one OR gate to include the carry out of the CPA. If saturating multiplication is required, the overflow bit is ORed with the n least significant bits of the product.
TWO's COMPLEMENT MULTIPLIERS
With two's complement integer multiplication, the values of e, f, and are
If the n least significant bits of the product are used as the result, overflow occurs when
With the conventional method, overflow is detected by testing if p nÀI differs from any product bit to the left of it (i.e., p n to p PnÀI ). Thus, overflow is computed as
where p i p i È p nÀI and È denotes logical exclusive-or (XOR). Detecting overflow with this method requires n XOR gates and n À I OR gates.
For saturating multiplication, the product saturates to ÀP nÀI IH F F F H if t nÀI È nÀI I and I and it saturates to P nÀI À I HI F F F I if t nÀI È nÀI H and I. If H, then the n least significant bits of the product are returned. Thus, the bits of the saturated product,
Equations (13) and (14) can be implemented by an n-bit 2-to-1 multiplexor that uses as the select signal. Several techniques have been proposed to implement two's complement multipliers, including Pezaris arrays [3] , variations of the Baugh-Wooley Algorithm [22] , [23] , [24] , and Booth's Algorithm [25] and its extensions [26] . These techniques modify the way in which the partial products are generated or combined in order to handle partial products with negative and positive weights. After the partial products are generated using one of these techniques, they are then reduced using array or tree structures.
Unfortunately, previous techniques for two's complement multiplication do not work well for overflow detection or saturation without computing the most significant product bits. Fig. 4 shows the n-bit multiplication matrix used in the Complemented Partial Product Word Correction Algorithm [7] , [24] . In multipliers that use this algorithm, carry out of column Pn À I is ignored. When two numbers that do not cause overflow are multiplied (e.g., I Â I), some of the partial product bits in columns n to Pn À P are one and others are zero. The partial product bits that are one may cause carries out of column Pn À I, which do not contribute to the product. Thus, it becomes difficult to test for overflow without computing the n most To provide overflow detection or saturation for two's complement multiplication without computing the n most significant bits of the product, our technique multiplies the magnitudes of the input operands. This allows overflow detection to be performed using a technique similar to the one presented in Section 2 since the magnitudes can be treated as unsigned numbers. Typically, the magnitude of a two's complement integer is obtained by inverting the bits of the number and adding a one when the sign bit is one (i.e., the number is negative). To avoid the carry-propagation required to add the one, the multiplication matrix is modified to directly incorporate computing the magnitudes.
The product of the magnitudes of the input operands is computed as j j j e j Á j f j nÀI nÀP
IS where i i È nÀI and i i È nÀI . An n-bit multiplication matrix for j jj e j Á j f j is shown in Fig. 5 . This multiplication matrix has n I rows, Pn À Q columns, and n P partial products. Since the product of magnitudes is always nonnegative, it is necessary to return the two's complement of the product when the sign bits of the multiplier and multiplicand differ (i.e., when t nÀI È nÀI I) since the true product is not positive. For two's complement multiplication, our methods for performing overflow detection or saturation and conditionally producing the two's complement of the product depend on whether array multipliers or tree multipliers are being implemented. Fig. 6a shows an 8-bit two's complement array multiplier that uses the Complemented Partial Product Word Correction Algorithm to generate the partial products and the conventional method for overflow detection. This multiplier is similar to the one shown in Fig. 2a except that n À I AND gates on the left side of the array are replaced by NAND gates, n À I MFAs toward the bottom of the array are replaced by negating modified full adders (NMFAs), one HA is replaced by a specialized half adder (SHA), p PnÀI is inverted, and n XOR gates are used at the bottom of the array. The NMFAs and the NAND gates invert Pn À P partial product bits, as shown in Fig. 4 . The SHA takes sum and carry bits from the previous row and adds them with ª1º to produce new sum and carry bits. The SHA has approximately the same area and delay as an HA [7] . The SHA and the inverter that complements p PnÀI add the ones shown in columns n and Pn À I of Fig. 4 [7] . The n XOR gates perform p i p i È p nÀI , for n i Pn À I. An n-bit two's complement array multiplier that uses conventional overflow detection has Pn À I inverters, n P AND gates, n À I OR gates, n XOR gates, n HAs, and n P À Pn FAs. When implemented in CMOS technology, Pn À P of the AND gates and inverters can be combined to form NAND gates. The worst case delay is approximately equal to the delay through one inverter, one AND gate, two OR gates, one XOR gate, two HAs, and Pn À R FAs. Fig. 6b shows an 8-bit two's complement array multiplier that uses the conventional method for saturation. It is similar to the multiplier shown in Fig. 6a except that it has an n-bit 2-to-1 multiplexor that saturates the product when overflow occurs. Also, the AND gate in the bottom left corner of the array is changed to an XAND cell. The XAND cell produces the partial product bit nÀI nÀI and the signal t nÀI È nÀI , which is used to set the product bits when saturation occurs.
Two's Complement Array Multipliers
Our test for overflow for two's complement multiplication is more complicated than for unsigned multiplication because of asymmetry in the two's complement number system (i.e., the magnitude of the most negative number), and the need to correctly handle zero times a negative number. Overflow occurs when any of the partial product bits in columns n to Pn À R are one, any carries into column n are one, or p n p nÀI F F F p H cannot be represented as an n-bit two's complement number. This last condition is detected by examining t, p n , and p nÀI . Overflow occurs when t H and p nÀI I (i.e., ! P nÀI ) or when t I and p n H and p nÀI H (i.e., ÀP ÀnÀI À I). Thus, the final overflow detection logic computes t p nÀI t p n p nÀI H Y IT where the preliminary overflow flag is nÀI n X IU
Instead of computing
H by ORing the partial product bits in columns n to Pn À R and the carries into column n, H is computed using the following iterative equations
for Q i n À P, with the initial conditions o Q nÀP and v Q nÀP Á P P . After n À R iterations of (18) and (19) , the preliminary overflow flag is computed as H v nÀI nÀI n X PH Fig. 6c shows an 8-bit two's complement array multiplier that uses our method for overflow detection. The core of the array multiplier computes the n least significant bits of j jj e j Á j f j , based on columns 0 to n À I of the multiplication matrix shown in Fig. 5 . Each XAND cell in the top row consists of an XOR gate that produces i nÀI È i and an AND gate that produces i nÀI . Similarly, each XMHA on the left side of the array consists of an XOR gate that produces i nÀI È i , an AND gate that produces nÀP i , and an HA that adds nÀP i and a bit from the cell above it. On the right side of the array, n XHA cells produce the two's complement of j j , when t I. Each XHA cell consists of an XOR gate and an HA. When t I, the XOR gates invert the bits of j j and the half adders add one to the inverted bits of j j . The overflow flag is computed using one XOR-AND-OR (XAO) cell to produce P and v Q , n À R overflow detection (OVD) cells to implement (18) and (19) , two OR gates to implement (20) , and a final overflow detection circuit to compute based on (16) .
An n-bit array multiplier that implements overflow detection using our method has three inverters, n P Sn PaP AND gates, n 2-input OR gates, n À R 3-input OR gates, Qn À I XOR gates, Pn HAs, and n P n À TaP FAs. The worst case delay is equivalent to the delay through one inverter, three AND gates, two OR gates, two XOR gates, two HAs, and n À I FAs.
With our method, saturation detection is simpler than overflow detection for two's complement multiplication. When the actual product is the most negative representable number (i.e., ÀP nÀI ), saturating the product to the most negative number produces the correct result. Thus, the final product is saturated whenever j j! P nÀI or, equivalently, whenever any partial product bit in columns n À I to Pn À R or any carry into column n À I is one. Consequently, only the n À I least significant bits of j j need to be calculated. In this case, is computed using the following iterative equations
for P i n À P, with the initial conditions o P nÀP and v P nÀP Á I I . After n À Q iterations of (21) and (22), the overflow flag is computed as v nÀI nÀI n X PQ Fig. 6d shows an 8-bit two's complement array multiplier that uses our method for saturation. Since the product saturates when j j! P nÀI , j j only requires n À I bits. The n À I XHA cells and the XOR gate on the right side of the array produce the two's complement of j j when t I. This multiplier requires n P Sn À TaP AND gates, n 2-input OR gates, n À Q 3-input OR gates, Qn À I XOR gates, Pn À P HAs, n P À naP FAs, and an n-bit 2-to-1 multiplexor. The worst case delay through this multiplier is equal to the delay through one AND gate, three XOR gates, two HAs, n À I FAs, and an n-bit 2-to-1 multiplexor. Fig. 7a shows the dot diagram of an 8-bit two's complement tree multiplier that uses the Complemented Partial Product Word Correction Algorithm [24] to generate the partial products (see Fig. 4 ) and Dadda's technique [6] to reduce the partial products to sum and carry vectors. In this diagram, a line over a partial product bit indicates that the partial product bit is inverted. The circled half adder in column n corresponds to a specialized half adder (SHA). The one in column Pn À I is added by inverting the most significant bit of the product [7] .
Two's Complement Tree Multipliers
An n-bit two's complement Dadda tree multiplier has Pn À I inverters, n P AND gates, n À I HAs, n P À Rn Q FAs, and a Pn À P-bit CPA [7] . Implementing overflow detection using the conventional method requires n XOR gates and n À I OR gates. The delay of the conventional tree multiplier with overflow detection is the same as for the unsigned case except for one extra XOR delay from XORing p nÀI with p n to p PnÀI and one extra inverter delay to complement Pn À P of the partial products. Adding saturation logic to a tree multiplier that already detects overflow requires an XOR gate to compute t nÀI È nÀI , an inverter to compute t, and an n-bit 2-to-1 multiplexor to select the computed product or the saturation value, based on (13) and (14) .
For array multipliers that use our methods for overflow detection or saturation, the two's complement of the product is computed by conditionally inverting the bits of the product and adding one when t I. For tree multipliers, however, this approach requires two carry propagate additions; one adds and g to produce j j and the second conditionally adds one to j j after its bits have been inverted. Instead, our method for tree multipliers uses an n-bit carry-save adder to conditionally add P n À I (i.e., n consecutive ones) to and g, uses an n-bit CPA to compute the product, and then uses n XOR gates to conditionally invert the product bits. This approach is shown in Fig. 8a , where P n À I is added and the product bits are inverted if t I. The n-bit carry-save adder is implemented using n full adders and has a delay equivalent to one full adder.
In parallel with conditionally inverting the product, the preinverted product bits p H nI , p H n , and p H nÀI , and the two's complement signal t are examined to test if overflow occurs. Overflow occurs if t I and j j P n À I ! P n P nÀI , or if t H and j j H ! P nÀI . A simplified logic equation for determining overflow is 
where H is one if any of the partial product bits in columns n to Pn À R are one or if carries into column n are one. Fig. 7b illustrates the hardware savings achieved by our method for overflow detection with an 8-bit two's complement Dadda tree multiplier. In this diagram, partial product bits in columns n to Pn À R are ORed with carries into column n to compute H , which is used as an input to the final overflow detection logic, shown in Fig. 8a . The Pn-bits in the bottom two rows of Fig. 7b to the right of the dashed line correspond to and g in Fig. 8a . Our method for two's complement multiplication with overflow detection uses one inverter, n P Q AND gates, n P À Qn IHaP OR gates, Qn À I XOR gates, n HAs, n P n À PaP FAs, and an n-bit CPA. The worst case delay through the multiplier and overflow detection logic is equivalent to the delay of two AND gates, three OR gates, two XOR gates, s I FAs, and an n-bit CPA.
Similar to our method for saturating array multipliers, our method for saturating tree multipliers causes saturation whenever j j! P nÀI . Thus, j j only requires n À I bits. The correct product is obtained by adding g j j and t F F F t, using a n À I-bit carry-save adder and an n-bit CPA. This is shown in Fig. 8b , where the final saturation detection logic implements
An n-bit 2-to-1 multiplexor saturates the product when I, based on (13) and (14) . Fig. 7c illustrates our method for saturating multiplication with an 8-bit two's complement Dadda tree multiplier. For an n-bit Dadda tree multiplier, our method requires two inverters, n P R AND gates, n P À n TaP OR gates, Qn À I XOR gates, n À I HAs, n P À n TaP
FAs, an n-bit 2-to-1 multiplexor, and an n À I-bit CPA. The worst case delay through the multiplier and saturation logic is equivalent to the delay of one inverter, three AND gates, three OR gates, two XOR gates, s I FAs, an n-bit 2-to-1 multiplexor, and an n À I-bit CPA. In [27] , two's complement multiplication is also performed by multiplying the magnitudes of the numbers and correcting the product when the sign bits of the multiplier and multiplicand differ. Our techniques differ from the technique presented in [27] because our techniques do not compute the most significant bits of the product and our methods for correcting the final product do not require carry propagate addition. In [28] , the multiplicand is converted to a sign-magnitude representation and the multiplier is Booth-encoded. Using the magnitude of the multiplicand reduces switching activity and power dissipation since integers with small magnitudes have zeros in their most significant bits [28] . Similar reductions in power dissipation are expected using our techniques. Tables 2 and 3 summarize component counts and worst case delays for multipliers with overflow detection. For Multiplier Type, C and P denote conventional and proposed overflow detection techniques, U and S denote unsigned and signed operands, and A and T denote array and tree multipliers. Table 2 gives the total number of each component and the length of the CPA. This table shows that the proposed methods for overflow detection significantly reduce the number of AND gates and FAs for array multipliers and the number of FAs and the length of the CPA for tree multipliers. Table 3 gives the number of each component and the length of the CPA on the worst case delay path. The proposed methods for overflow detection reduce the number of full adders on the critical path for array multipliers. For tree multipliers, they reduce the number of OR gates and the length of the CPA on the critical path. In general, the proposed array multipliers with overflow detection use fewer components and have more delay than the proposed tree multipliers.
COMPONENT COUNTS, DELAY, AND AREA
Depending on the operand size and implementation technology, it is often possible to further reduce the amount of logic required to implement overflow detection for tree multipliers without increasing their worst case delay path. This is accomplished by combining common terms in the overflow detection logic until the delay through the overflow detection logic matches the delay through the multiplier tree. For the area and delay estimates given in this section, we initially use a tree of OR gates to implement the overflow detection logic and then allow synthesis tools to optimize this implementation. Thus, the component counts for the proposed tree multipliers in Table 2 should be considered to be worst case values when no optimization has been performed. Java programs were used to generate gate-level VHDL models for various array and Dadda tree multipliers with overflow detection. The VHDL code was then synthesized and optimized for area using LSI Logic's 0.6 micron LCA300K gate array library and the Leonardo synthesis tool from Exemplar Logic. The estimates given assume a nominal operating voltage and temperature of 5.0 Volts and PS C, respectively. Area estimates are reported in equivalent gates and delay estimates are reported in nanoseconds. For each tree multiplier, the final CPA is implemented using a block carry-lookahead adder (CLA) with a block size of four [9] . Table 4 gives area and delay estimates for unsigned array multipliers using the conventional method and our proposed method for overflow detection. Compared to the conventional method, our method has between 50 and 53 percent less area and between 41 and 42 percent less delay. These reductions in area and delay occur because the adders that compute the n most significant product bits are replaced by simple overflow detection logic. Table 5 gives area and delay estimates for unsigned Dadda tree multipliers using the conventional method and our proposed method for overflow detection. Compared to the conventional method, our method has about 47 percent less area and between 23 and 28 percent less delay. The reduction in area is due to replacing n P À Qn PaP adders and n À I OR gates with n P n À RaP OR gates and reducing the length of the CLA from Pn À P bits to n À I bits. The reduction in delay is due to using a smaller CLA and performing most of the overflow detection in parallel with the partial product reduction and carry-lookahead addition. Table 6 gives area and delay estimates for two's complement array multipliers using the conventional method and our proposed method for overflow detection. Compared to the conventional method, our method requires between 12 and 43 percent less area and has between 10 and 33 percent less delay. The percent reductions in area and delay are less than the percent reductions for the unsigned array multipliers due to the overhead of conditionally complementing the input and output operands. As the multiplier size increases, the percent reduction in area achieved by our proposed method also increases. This is because the overhead to conditionally complement the operands increases linearly with multiplier size, while the savings from replacing adders by overflow detection logic increase quadratically. Table 7 gives area and delay estimates for two's complement Dadda tree multipliers using the conventional method and our proposed method for overflow detection. Compared to the conventional method, our method requires between 14 and 37 percent less area and has between 1 and 7 percent less delay. Our method for two's complement tree multipliers provides only a small reduction in delay since the reduction in the delay of the CLA and overflow detection is offset by the increase in delay from conditionally complementing the operands.
32-bit unsigned array multipliers and 32-bit two's complement tree multipliers that use our methods and the conventional methods for overflow detection were also synthesized with the Synopsys Design Compiler and a 0.25 micron CMOS standard cell library with four layers of metal. The designs were first optimized for area and then restricted to have a maximum transition time of 1.5 nanoseconds. Silicon Ensemble then performed place-and-route on the optimized designs, with the restriction of 90 percent row utilization. Delay estimates were made by the compiler using a slow process, IIH C, 2.3 Volt technology file. Area measurements were performed after place-and-route.
Area measurements and worst case delay estimates for these multipliers are shown in Table 8 , where UA corresponds to the unsigned array multipliers and ST corresponds to the signed tree multipliers. Area is given in square millimeters and delay is given in nanoseconds. The unsigned array multiplier that uses our method for overflow detection has 49 percent less area and 57 percent less delay than the one that uses the conventional method. The two's complement tree multiplier that uses our method has 39 percent less area and 30 percent less delay than the one that uses the conventional method.
Since the multipliers that use our methods have less rectangular structures than multipliers that use conventional methods for overflow detection or saturation, our methods require careful placement of cells to ensure effective area utilization for custom layouts. When these multipliers are implemented with synthesis and place-androute tools, the tools do a very effective job of placing the cells in a rectangular layout.
CONCLUSIONS
The methods for multiplication with overflow detection and saturation presented in this paper are applicable to array multipliers or tree multipliers for unsigned or two's complement numbers. Compared to conventional methods, they have significantly less area and delay. These methods should also reduce power dissipation due to decreased hardware requirements. They can be used in VLSI or reconfigurable computing systems for applications that do not require the most significant product bits, but that do require overflow detection or saturation. Ahmet Akkas received the BS degree in electrical engineering from Gazi University, Turkey, in 1990 and the MS degree in computer science from Lehigh University in 1996. Currently, he is a PhD candidate in the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department at Lehigh University. His research interests include computer arithmetic and computer architecture for reliable computing. He is supported by a grant from the US National Science Foundation.
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